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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

In
God
We
Trust

The Afternoon
Daily Newspaper
For Murray
and
Calloway County

United Press International

IN OURI*141ii YEAN

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, August 30, 1963

MURRAY POPULATION 10, 100

46

Vol. LXXXIV No. 206

COUNTY SCHOOLS HAVE REGISTERED 2087
3

Mrs. Charlie
*Shroat Struck
• By Automobile

I Task Begins
To Identify —
Blast Victims
By JACKES BAP1S

Kick-Off Dinner Will
Be Held Saturday
At Cutchin Stadium

The Young Business Men's Club
will sponsor a kick-off dinner at
Cutchin Stadium at 6:00 p. m. tomorrow night, to signal the arrival
of the football season at Murray
State College.
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Big Advances Made In System,
Jeffrey'Nis-Rotarians Here

A framed document in the office
of County Judge Robert Miller Is a
A Recovery, Inc. group meets in prized historical document as well
as a priceless possession of Mrs.
Ittirray each Thursday night at
Miller.
7:00 o'clock in the Calloway County
Health Center. Those persons who
The document carries the signaare interested are invited to at- ture of President James eluchanan
tend
and indicates that 160 acres of land
The organization was founded in was to be passed into the hands of
1937 by the late Dr Abraham A.. one Jonathan Hunt, who in turn
assigned it to William Morns Mav. Associate Professor of Psyson. geariafather of Mrs. Miller and
chiatry and Neurology at the University of Illinois Medical School father of the late Dr. Will Mason.
The land apparently' was presentand its efforts are devoted to the
Jonathan Hunt for his service
prevention of relapses in former en to
mental patients and chronicity in to the nation in the war of 1812.
The document was dated October
nervous patients.
10. 1856.
Local units are now eetablished in
The 160 acres in question is still
thirty states and in several Canadian provinces. These groups meet owned by the family and is located t
near Kennett. Missouri
on a regular weekly basis. providing
;
Oriole with a systematic method
The document has been framed
Benin Jeffrey
of self-help.
I and is now 011 the wall of the office
Superintendent County Schools
I of Judge Miller.
Self-help is also in integral part
of the operation. management. support and control of the entire Recovery organizations. Patients and
I
termer patients trained in the method serva in the many positions reee
lri
Will
quired to maintain the organization
and make it available to all who
need it.
a•.

Kentucky News
Briefs

Superintendent of County Schools
Buron Jeffrey told the Murray Rotary Club yesterday that the county
sestern has enrolled 2.06'7 students
for the current school year Superintendent Jeffrey was the guest speaker for the club and he was introduced by Max B Hurt

Vo
Go Down In Mine
To Seek Bova

Sulphur Springs To
Start Revival Sunday
--

Radar Will Be Used For The
First Time During The Holiday

Local Family Will
Be Honored Sunday

-Hazel PTA Holds
The First Meeting

in Cher,

Prized Document
Bears Signature Of
resident Buchanan

Barbeque and all the trimmings
MOAB, Utah tIN — The grim task
of identifying bodies of victims of will be provided at this dinner.
Tickets will be $2.00 each and may
a potash mine explosion began toMr. Jeffrey reported to the club'-5
day in a truck repair shop con- be purchased at the gate or from
the progress of the county school
any member of the YEasfC.
verted into a temporary morgue.
svstern and how it had grown to its
• Mrs. Charlie Shroat succumbed
At the same time. tederaJ and
The public is invited to attend this
preserit day proportions
today at 1.00 p m. after having
state agencies began a fial-seale dinner to
voice their support of the
been !struck by an automobile on
The County school census was
Investigation of the blast, which 1963 Murray
State football squad.
the North Highway about threekilled 18 of 26 construotion workbrokeii down as follows:
teethe of a mile north of the Murers nearly 3.000 feet below the
ray city limits
201
Hazel Elementary .
earth's surface.
Pollee reported that Mrs Shroat
192
New Concord Ere.
The makeshift morgue was set up
Several court cases were comWar struck by an aistomobile driven
raxon &ementary .....253
when word reached officials that
by. farew County Judge WayIon pleted by Judge Robert 0. Miller the remaining 18 men
331
Aimo Elementary
still in the
RaiRana as he was ageproaching during the past week. According to mine were dead. Seven men
306
Kirksey Elementary
surlegnay. We. Shroat was crossing the court record they were as fol- vived the bbast. Five were
154
Lynn Grove 12e. ..
rescued
the highway, from east to west, loves
648
Calloway High
Thursday night; two were rescued
w on her way to a grocery' which is
2.087
Total
--- —
H. A Schultz, issuing and utter- Tuesday. the day of the explosion.
located diagonally across from her ing a cold and worthless
MINER CRUSHED
Sheriff John Stocks, who knew
check, the'
ninth
the
191
in
listed
Jeffrey
Mr.
hoine
PIKEVILLE. Ky UN-- Funeral
Sheriff. Made restitution to Murray rnont of the victims personally. said
grade. 175 in the tenth grade. 1517
sate Trooper C Stephenson. who Livestock Company
of $350. fined • It appeared that visual identifica- services will be held Saturday for
in the eleventh grade and 125 in
investigated the accident together $1000 and coats of
tion would be imposable in most George Mullins. 39, Dorton. Ky.,
$21.60.
the twelfth grade.
with the County Sheriff's office.
cases He said there was a possi- idlled Wednesday in a coal fall at
said that Judge Rayburn's car, a
William A. Barlow. following too i bility he would ask the FBI to aid the Bowling Brothers No. 2 mine at
He told the Rotary Club that all
1111112 Cadillac. skidded 104 feet be- closely. Mate Pollee, Pined $10.00 In the identification.
Lookout His death was the fourth
factlities at Galloway High School
_failitisisaktng Mrs. Shnost. He had and costs suspended.
raining fatality in Pike county this
Orders Inquiry
are now being put to full use. The
John Mitchell. Breach of Peace,
ink come over the top of the hill
The federal investigation into the year.
plumbing of the school is so located
as. Mrs Shroat was missing the the Sheriff. Pined $1 00 and costs of blast wee ordered by the Interior
_
that about twenty rooms may be
highway After striking Ifni Shoxist $22 50.
HOMECOMING SLATED
Department in Washington Thurs•
added, he said.
the car continued for fifteen to
Harlan BegIreff. assault and bat- day following a statement by
ONEIDA, Ky. let — The sevthe
minty feet, still in the right Lane tery. the Sheriff. Placed under bond director of the Bureau of Mines
eral annual Oneida Homecoming
Mr. Jeffrey spoke to the club on
Recovery is non-sectarian and a
ot
$500
to
and
appear betore the Sep- that "all but one" of four fatal
fele Mf of it.
oeithe biellway,
to be held Saturday will ineade a self-help method of after-care. It
some goals which he set in 1958 just
teznbei
Grand
Jury.
The Ire* accbied osairfsd atf
a reunion of the Oneida Intitute does not supplant the physician. No
before the consolidation of the emir'.
accidents involving workers at the
Bobby Plke, tanned and uttering mine property during
-12;111 Way. Mrs. 'Rifest was rushty high schools was carried out, rule
the past 20 Class of 1906, all the members of diagnosis or treatment, or advice
a
cold
and
worthies check, the months "were preventable."
which are still living.
ed t• the heeiliti. big her injuries
or counselling are offered.
the new Calloway County High was
were no great that she died forty Sheriff Made restitution to Lake
constructed.
--Aid In Remise
minutes Mgr.
, Stop Or _ceery of fleet fined $5,00
CD EQUIPMENT ARRIVES
Tuesday's survivors, Don Blake
cover)'
At that time the system had M
leader
who
Sheriff _Rickman mid ,fhere was and coal01 $7
is
well
tr
=
n
iet
CYNTHIANA, Ky Vet, -- Civil
Hanna, 27, and PauklidcKinney, 22.
Meetings aCe conducted by a Reone ,
teils to't'4
bolsi making tweAputes which COOl,
,
^1 "1111•114,017•14seitivtile, were at the mine Thursday
M *see timeline'. Panel
INN the t- 9,091e•
to aid Defense director Ternary Tglffer-eakl
,e, • '—irn
f'"Ilk‘thr•NAP'talipitiours each day.
help each other to more effectively
she Is not known He reported she I Tennessee speeding. State Police, In the rescue
of their five compan- Thursday that equipment had beToday the eAtsies' 37 buses with
apply the principles of self-help as
was wearing- a pink dress. had'dark Pined 110.00 and costs of $15.50.
ions. The five included Charles gun to arrive for Harrison County's
I hair and
By MYRON FEINSILBER
6 inches wide, a little larger than each making one route, cutting
was driving a white ChevLouts McLeod, forgery, the Sher- Byrge. Helpes, Utah,
, The explained by Dr Low. Those inRobert June, three public fallout
terested are invited to attend these
two- cartons'of cigarettes, that can the time in half. The county spends
rolet.
iff Under bond of 050 to appear Moab: Charles Clark.
es
Moab, Tom equipment received so fez
United Press International
be turned 360 degrees. It was flown $100,000 annually just in operating
nieetings.
Although Judge Rayburn tried to before the September Grand Jury. Truernan, Toronto.
and Grant H. a Geiger counter and two survey
Mrs, airoai. the car struck her
Rornain Hooks, issaing end ut- Felicia Moab_
meters to test radiation.
SHEPPTON Pa ela — State • here Thursday from Fort Lauder- the buses.
between the headlights of the car, tering a cold and worthless check,
mines chief H. Beicher
.Charm-'-date-Tirta., -along -With a truekacollEslick was the only employe of
Prior to 1960 the system- offered
carrying her about fifteen feet.
the Sheriff. Restitution made. fined the Texas company. the
bury said today a volunteer would Gaining the mointoring vit. It is about five subjects, while Uidee
OPPOSES PAY NUM
24 other
owned
by
the
city
of
Fort
LauderJudge Rayburn is a prominent lo- $10.00 and casts of $1550
be lowered more than 300 feet unWAARINGTON dips — Rep. Eumen worked for Harrison Interna41a subject-v are offered to the slue
cal attorney and on the Board of
Linda Dumas, Dexter, improper tional.
gene Slier, R-Ky., said Thursday
derground in an effort to 'find dale and was designed to inspect dents. Three teachers instruct in
sewer
lines.
Directors of the Woodman of the passing. Skate Police. Fined $10.00
he
opposes a recommendation by
trapped miner Louis Bova.
Trueman and Hanna were -ham-business education. two in foreign
Revival services for
Sulphur
World.
and costs suspended.
The decision to lawei a volunpitalized for treatment of injuries a presidential study committee
There was speculation that the language with a $10,000 laboratory,
Serings Methodist Church will bethat
salaries of congressmen be
teer was made after a television body actually ass clothing left be- four in science using $70,000 worth
and burns
gin Sunday night, September 1 at
Increased from $22,5•0 to sas.los•
camera dropped into a chamber hind by Fellin
&slick said the smoke after the
and Throne. But , of equipment, four in mathematics
7.30 p. m.
a
year.
where David Fellin and Henry Clyde Mactuunber,
blast gave him his "eorst moments."
president of the five in vocational work, one in inRev. C. A. Byrd. pastor of the
Throne were trapped for 15 days Independent
"If a guy Is going to panic, he
Miners Association, dustrial arts, five in English and
Hardin Circuit, will be the visiting
recorded "what looked like the en- said if it was•clothing. "It's awfully five in Social Studies, three in muwill do it in smoke." he said.
evangelist. Services will be held each
tire body of a man."
June was asked how he spent
well formed.
erte, two in physical education. In
evening Sunday through Friday
"As a result of seeing tbe teleRsa°Ild,EthmAewill
the 51 hours awaiting a rescue
Laddition to these teachers the synights at '7:30 p. m. Rev. Jones,
Findings Not Conclusive
vision image this morning it was
party.
stem has a county wide supervisor.
pastor, will be in charge of the
Charrnbury eillpheSi7CCI that the
decided--although not unanimously
wide
"I just laid there and meat,"
a glliditlICO eounselor. a county
Dr. and Mrs. Waliam Pogue who music. Special music will be feat.
By
that the state police is using what- he sa Id
enough
evidence for- hotline's of • the camera were- not ankh }born supealsor and a high
—that we have
expect to leave soon to make their ured
some of the services.
lashed Prat. International
ever devices possible to prevent
conclusive
"It appears to be a school librarian.
someone to go down and take a
Shortly after the Die men were home
poik.(e‘A.
The pastor and congregation 'inin St. Louis, will be honored
man's body," he said. "We are by
•
look." Chennbury said.
F'RANKFORT. Ky
-- Ken- highway slaughter.
brought to the surface, the crowd at a social
'The system ha.s a total of ninety
hour in College Presby- vite the public to attend.
no
means sure of this." lie said teachers ,With none of them on
- tecky State Police who will patrol
,fa He said a votunteer — whose.
of newsmen and relatives which terian
Church or. Sunday, SeptemErma said there also will be per—
further
.pictures were. being taken eneeigeary -status. Mr Jeflrey exthe highly/Ras this weekend in an
lame would not be. disclosect until
O state
had kept a long vigil at the mine
•
ber 8. Dr. Pogue is resigning as
iodic safety checks at varlous points
his mission was completed to pre- stud that a volunteer miiihrt be low- plained to the club the following
effort to save lives, have been schoolwas told that the 18 other men Superintendent
throughout the state between 6 p.
of the
Church
ered
into
the hole today. Whether uegrading of instruction in the syvent his family from worrying —
ed extensively in the use of radar
were dead.
School. Both he and Mrs. Pogue
m today and midnight Monday In
would descend "sometime this aft- to send one of more than 20 vol- stem:.
whichthey
be usaprti ng
June Crawford, chief engineer for have been
these instances, the troopers will
teachers in the Church
unteers down was to depend on the
ernoon."
1963-64
for the first time
the Texas company, said over a School in
1958-59
recent years. and Dr.
halt traffic and check with drivers
The 11
Eanantary PTA held
Rescuers rea4ied rope and a para- hazards involved and the scrutiny Rank One teachers 1
Eight small radar sets, one for
,
letsd speaker:
Pogue
has served on the Board of ale first meeting of the year on
for their operator's licenses, and
of
the
pictures.
chute-type harness of the type used
each troop. will be installed In var18
"For all of you On the firing line, Deacons.
Rank Two teachers 11
will test brakes, tall lights and other
Monday
at
700
p
m
The
meal
was
to rescue Fellin and Throne.
lous cruLsers throughoR
udtr ti
re
unen
78;
57
it's all over. There are no further
teachers 55
Friends of the couple are invited furnished by the PTA mothers.
auto equipment.
The cave-in which improsed the Rank Three
Charmbury indicated that some
hour period and "will be in con8
21
survivors."
certificates
to join Church and Sunday School
three miners had trapped Bova sep- Life
Following
the
invocation
by
Bro.
were
mining
divided
expert..
of the
Wawa operation thereafter"
The meimbers of the miners' members
"Each man who will use the radar
Rank one teachers have a masters
at this event which is B R. Winchester, the business sesarately
Charmbury
said
it
was
postelevision
whether
David
camEspie. director of the has had formal clareeroom training families took the news stoically on
the
as to
Col.
hours more; rank two
scheduled between the church and sion was held and conducted by
sible Bova had come into the cham- degree phis 24
era recorded a body or merely
have the masters degree:
and practical instruction in the use the whole, although one woman Church School services at ber since Fellin and Throne were teachers
10:15 the president Mrs Sue Lamb.
equipment
clothing
and
left be. Mean thaufkoets later to
ratite and has been- In- shouted
rank three teachers have the bache"411tolit.
rescued.
Tier-Minutes were read by the hind by the retailed miners.
"'localities where we have had the structed on how to check
lor degree.
the sets
secretary Mrs Mary White, Mrs.
mioer's
showed
camera
ea
worst accident experience."
The
for, accuracy," spie explained.
"There's a man down there." Thus
Life certificate teachers are those
Herninga first grade won the ruom hat, head, shoulders, arms, legs and
Holiday motorists will see new
did 21:year-old William Unger, one who never received a degree. but
count. The next meeting will be boots:* he said. The body, he said,
He said use of the equipment is
signs around the state which carof the volunteers, explain his will- began teaching when standards were
held the fourth Monday in Sep- appeared to be in a sitting position
ry the legend - RADAR. These signs "a fairly simple process" and some
ingness to go down after Bova. lower than they are today and have
tember.
have been posted along with sonic Kentucky municipalities have been
against a wooden post.
Uneer said he did not know Bova, taught for a number of years. Mr.
300 others which read: Roads Pa- employing radar for some time.
Rescuers have been searching for but "that doesn't make any dif- Jeffery said that the eight life
trolled By Unmarked State Police
Louis Bova, who was trapped with ference—not to me. it doesn't."
. certificate teachers now in the sySITE APPROVED
The state police director said
Cars.
Fellin and Throne in an Aug. 13
etam are working toward their
Unger. a slender six-footer who bachelor degrees now.
• They are warnings to motorists that many courts have taken jucave-in more than 300 feet underdicial notice of radar as "a valid
—
LOULSVILLE
— The City- ground. Fellin and Throne were weighs a wiry 150 pounds. cruit high
The budget of the schools in 1958speed measuring device" and he anCounty Planning and Zoning COM- rescued Tuesday. Bova was separat- school to go into the mines at age 59 amounted to 5454,406.03 while the
ticipates no problem about the ac15. Of his young wife Marie, momission, after a public hearing ed from them by rubble
budget today is $730.673.79
ceptance of such evidence
ther of his baby daughter. Unger
Brothers View Pictures
Thursday, voted to amend the JefMr. Jeffrey concluded his talk by
"Many courts throughout the
Daniel and John Bova, brothers says that his volunteering is "okay telling the Rotarians that he had
0
ferson County master plan to apcountry already have accepted it
prove a site near Watterson Express- of the missing man, viewed pic- with her. ..
spent 39 years in teaching school
as good evidence," he added
"Sure slit's worried, but she alway' for a proposed new exia.
tures of the chamber on special
or in school administration, and
United Press arternatIonel
Espie said he hoped that the radar
television monitoring unit housed ways worries when I'm in the that he will continue to work with
apparatus would contribute to keepmines."
in a truck.
the county school system as long as
High Yesterday
81 ing Kentucky highways free of tragEDITOR SEES MARCH
Chances Are Slim
"It's possible, it's passible." Danis permitted.
he
Low Yesterday
ea edy during the long holiday period.
Unger thinks Bova is alive, though
iel Bova said when asked a it was
He cautioned that the county must
7:15 Today
70 but noted that "it is everybody's job
chances for his surdival are con- provide for increased services to
his
brother's
had
seen.
body
he
LOULSVILLE ept — Newspaper
to see that there are no fatalities."
The brothers repeeted their be- ceded slim try almost all observers the children in the future as the
gelitor Frank Stanley Jr., who led
Kentucky Lake: 7 a. m. 366.2 up
O
Public Safety Commissioner
hot that Bova was alive. They said here. He said his only worries on population increaseti.
the
Kentucky
delegation
to
the
I
0.1: below dam 3004, up 1.2 ft.
Glenn Lovern estimated that as
going down would be gas and black
-civil rights dernonstration in Wash- , he probably was in shock, and asked
in 24 hours.
many as nine persons might lose
damp--a lethal combination of coal
ington Wednesday. said on his re- that a microphone and loud speaker
their lives and some 300 others
lowered down the shaft in dust and carbon monoxide.
again
be
turn that a similar march on a
Sunset 6 29; sunrise 5:26.
might suffer disabling injuries "unA 3-inch-wide drill probe to Bostatewide basis will be staged dur- I an effort to communicate with him.
less motorists obey all safely laws."
Charrnbury said in order to test va's presumed location has been
ing the 1964 session of the Kentucky
Western Kentucky -- Partly
Forty-eight persons have lost their
the camera, it was put into the es- completed. A 6-inch-wide probe has
The sheriff's office reported today
General Assembly.
cloudy and mild today, high in mid lives on Kentucky roads during the
cape shaft used by Fellin and not yet been finished.
that Eddie Dubcan was sighted in
SERVING 1HRIE SERVICES—Above is the first in-flight photo
80s. Fair and a little cooler tonight past five Labor Day weekends—inrather
than
Throne
a
new'
hole—
Murray last night and that an effort
of Phantom fighters with Navy, Marina and Air
and Saturday. Low tonight near cluding the 1960 holiday period when
Force
now being widened—to the chamwas made to apprehend him. Dunmarkings after leaving the McDonnell Aircraft plant in
60.
20 lives were taken.
- CORRECTION Kartucky's six public institutions ber where they had thought Bova
St.
can is sought by police for escaping
Louis, Mu., where the planes were designed and built.
We are urging motorists and all
The
of higher education—the University to be.
from a police officer while being
Phantom serves as an air defense Interceptor for the Navy,
• The 5 a m fE:STI temperatures: those who have a responsibility for
He
said
work
on
the
Bova
shaft
Dairy
Bar,
old
fashioned
of Kentucky and fae State colleges
hoop taken to a state institation
fighter-attack aircraft for the Marines arid fighter-bomber
Louisville 63, Lexington 62, Cov- safety—judges, police, the prese—
would have had to be curtailed in cheese advertised by Johnson's Grofor the Air Force Tactical Command. The Phantom Is
Duncan was hiding behind the
—are anticipating 2,409 more stuington 56, Paducah 65, Bowling t° give their fullest support to make
the
order
to
use
the
specially
designed
cery
yesterday
should
have been at DX station on Noteh Fourth Street
fastest aircraft in the U. S. Inventory, flying well In excess
Green 66, London 63, Hopkinsville this a milestone in traffic accident
dents than last year's record-high
amera there
79c
per
pound.
rather
then the 49c when officers almost caught him,
of 1,600 miles an hour.
67, Huntington, W Va , 61.
prevention," Estee said
fall enrollment of 29.191.
The camera is 24 Inches long and per pound as advertised.
but he vaulted a fence and got away.

Cases Completed In
Court Of Judge
Robert 0. Miller
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Recovery
Group Wets
Each Thursday

I

Weather
Report

Eddie Duncan Almost
Caught Last Night
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Sandy Koufax, Major's First 20 Game Winner,
Is Still In A State Of Semi-Shock today

Minnesota Twins Have Gone
After Breaking,Tieing Records

enough to help Lee Stange to his
By MILTON IticlitMAN
eighth victory in the opener and
United Prem International
Editor,
the
to
Letters
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising,
They sounded the all - clear in rookie Dwight Siebler to his first
inbest
the
for
not
are
opinion,
in
our
. or Public Voice items which,
major league am in the nightcap.
Waskungbm today.
terest of our readers.
Stange gave up eight hits, includThat means it's okay fur everyone
by Uen Reeser. which
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO.. 1509 to come out nos because the Minne- ing a homer
by united ryes, international
was Washington's cauy extra-ba.o.
Macuson Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York. N.Y.; sota TW111.3 finally have left.
Seeptienson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Before departing, however, they hit of the day. and Feebler hurled a
AMERICAN LEAGUE
everyUilia: but level the na- three-hitter.
w.
Ente_red at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission ae
Pe!e,Durnside. who relieved in Ne,.% York
a terrifying bomith
86 47 .647
u
capital
tions
Second Class Matter.
.
75 58 564
bardment that broke two major lea- both !ounce for Washington, was Chioogo
Loosed for three of the homers as minneeota
74 58 .561
SUReCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 20c, per gue records and tied two athers
mono. 85e. In Callow-ay and adjoining counties, per year, $4.50; else73 61 .545
The Twins caused all that dev- was Ron Moeller. The losers, Don tialtiniore
when., $8.00.
64 66 492
_
astanon by burying the Washington Rudolph and Jim Duckworth, each rietroit
63 70 .474
Boston
Senators. 14-2 and 10-1. Thursday gave up two
"The Oistetanding Civic Amulet of a Community is the
64 72 471
es what was innocently advertised
Washington manager Oil Hodges Cie% elarxl
Integrity et its Ifewspepee'
as an Ainencin League doublehead- missed it an He was home in Brook- !Al, Angeles
60 75 444
58 73 443
er.
lyn with the virus Ed Yost handled ii..):Isas City
-FRIDAY —ALiGUIST 30, 1983
48 85 361
Baby - faced Harmon ICaUebrew the club
washing ton
—V-was the ruins' nog-leader with
Thursday's Results
in other AL games, the White
three home runs, raising his season
total to .12. while rookie Jimmie Hall, Sox beat the Indians, 7-2, the Red Detroit 6 Los Angeles 1
Vic Power and Bernie Allen hit two Sox nipped the Yankees, 4-3. and Boston 4 New York 3
the Tigers eon thetr eighth straight Minnesota 14 Washington 2, lat
•
apiece.
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
DUE lb. Angela ationehota_ht Washington,
night
_ HONG KONG — Albert C. Belhomme. a U.S. Army ser- 193 Versalles settled for o e each as The Orioles and Athletics were idle. Chicago 7 Cleveland 2,
_guilt in the Korean War who defected to Red China, explain- Muutesota collected 20 hos an the
the finale.
ing why he was returning to the West with his wife and three opener and 15 more ui
Aoswc- *a Saturday's Moretti
The spectacular long-ball exhibiPUZZq
ORD
sales:
CROSSW
for
tion set major league records
Zg.` "I decided to leave China mainly because.I think the chIIcN 91311130
'• ) •-st
moot homers hit in four consecutive
CUB 111111BN(3111
-Awn will have a better future in the outside world after the VAMPS )17) and for three straight
f
Cltiaci
---datidition.s I have seen in China in, the past 10 years."
LEM
I 151.
„
iltiltal3P1
For the atatistaeoly-nlinded.'the
T :al
acRadio.
151011.113U
(Peking
vrtt•
ttke
by
11
6 TOKYO — An editorial broadcast
.
eight- homers by the Twins us the
I'
51111111:1 NOILIE4
Russia OP collaborating with the West 13!: agreeing to opener equalled a major league rec'
:1
P14r4EIGIE3.1
••,,us.t.trilst
ord for a single content and another
1.$ Nationalist China sign the nuclear test ban treaty:
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A little cut can become a
big infection. 'When minor
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By MILTON RICHMAN
United Press InterimUonal
Handy Koutax, the majors' first
39-game winner, atilt was In a state
of mild-a/lock today.
Not because Of those 30 victories
so much, but because of all those
Dodger players who kept crossing
home plate Thursday night in an
11-1 romp over the Giants.
Koufax hadn't seen so many runs
in more than two months The
Dodgera had scored a total of two
for him in his previous two tries
for his 20th victory.
But they did the job up brown
before a reox-d crowd of 54.978 at
chorea Ravine Thursday night,
out for five rums in the
using to turn the contest into
a "laugher" and morease their Na-

=

, garnee
timid Leogue lead to 61
over the second-place ()tante.
"With a big lead like that, I let
them hit the ball," said Koufax.
Not too much, though
Get Three Hits
The Giants were able to collect
only three hits and that included
Orlando Cepeda's 23rd homer which
produced their only run in the second inning
Koufax, whose record now is 20-5,
struck out five and walked only one
In becoming the first Dodger lefthander to win 20 since Preacher Noe
did so in 1951.
Southpaw Billy Pierce, who replaced Glint starter Bob Bolin in
the second inning, got the aide out
in that frame but was chased in the
third when the Dodgers put together six hits, Including a two-run
homer by Frank Howard, for five
runs.

doubles and a single.
Giants Appear Goners
The setback just about cooked the
Giants' rimmed!) even though Alvin
Dark refuted to look at it, that way.
"The low won't have any effect
on our club," he sold. "Well be back
tomorrow. Before this game. I said
we'd have to win five of our Drat
seven games with the Dodgers—now
it's five of six "
Even should the Geauta win the
next three grimes of the cerraat
four-game series, howevcr, they itiB
would leave 1.06 Ahgelite 3% triunes
out with less than a month to go
Only two other games were played
In the National League ThuradaSw.
with the Meta beating the Pirates,
7-4. and the Cuba defeating the
Plaines, 2-1.

(Only games scheduled)
Today's Games
Los Angeles at Kansas City, night
Tlik_Disigers _then 10A411
Chicago at Minnesota. night
again In the fifth when they added
Detroit at Cleveland, night
three more runs on four hits. Ron
New York at Baltimore, night
Fairly drove in four runs with three
Washington at Boston, night
of the Dodgers' 15 hits while Willie
Saturday's Games
Davis kept things going with two
night
City,
Kansas
at
Los Angeles
Minneeota
Chicagu at
Detroit at Cleveland
New York at Baltimore, night
Washington at Boston. night
NATIONAL LEAGUE
W I. Pnt 0.B
Ti....n
Los Angeles _ _. 79 63 .598
San Francisco _ _ 73 60 .549
72 60 .545 7
St. Louis
72 62 .537
Philadelphia
71 62 S34 lite
Milwaukee
71 66 .522 10
Cincinnati
68 64 .515 11
Chicago
67 64 .511 11),
IFtop. AT, Double
Pittsburgh
46 64 .368 30!:
Houston
Power, V-8
41 90 .313 27
New York
Thursday's Results
Chicago, 2 Philadelphia 1
V-8, Like New
New York 7 Pittaburgh 4. night
Los Angeles 11 San Fran. 1, night
)0nly games echeduled)
Bel Air, 6-Cyl., Stick
Today's Games
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, night
Milwaukee at New York. night
81st'., 6-Cyl., Stick
Ban Francisco at Los Angeles, night
St. Louts at Philadelphia. night
Houston at Chicago
Wtop, Power SteerSaturday's Gaines
ing, Power Brakes
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh
Houston at Chicago
Milwaukee at New York. night
San Francisco at Los Angeles, night
St. Louis at Philadelphia

CANDID MOVIE
NEWS REPORT
at the
MUINLAY DRIVE-IN
THEATRE

GUARANTEED USED CARS

'62 CHEVY 4-Dr. '60 CHEVY Pickup
Truck, 1-Ton, Lite
New

4-Dr.
'62 CHEVY 2-Dr. '60 CHEVY
N'top, Air Cond., AN
Power, Automatic

'62 CHEVY 2-Dr. '60 CHEVY 2-Dr.
Automatic

'62 CHEVY 2-Dr. '60 CHEVY 4-Dr.
Power,
'60 BUICK 2-Dr.

/flop, Double
Automatic

'57 PONTIAC
2-Dr. !flop, Red

RALPH LATIMER
MOTOR SALES

Ledger's
Read
Classifieds

Hazel, Kentucky

Dial 498-2812
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SEPT.6-14

HATCHER AUTO SALES
cb 515 south 12th Street

Murray, Kentucky
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RODEO
BEVERLY HILLBILLIES
(SEPT.6-7-8)

•41
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400 600 ea Sow 6, 3,20
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s Fait Rodeo nab W. World's TN
For
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UMW!,tornelete WNW.in '6 .

PLUS-RENFRO VAlt.1-1 FUN
Country KM{ ree NI.• it hhe ler•
Si. II•nlin 1f.ell•y $ts..• deity. 11•Wrs.
vaiwylb. Top lest Lawn. Adraissaw ealv
73 sews.
•
IT, A HOOTENANNY! \
Tee fere *eon it.ers spawning et .6. 156.,
Swann.; 4.001 •01:1 •
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PM, s.r. 7 end 4100.1 7 1111. Sept. S.
/abets $1.00. advent.. $1.90 rit
fan.
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Secretarial Typewriter
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FACTORY RECONDITIONED
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from the Jaws of black death 309 feet
enRESCUED MINERS RUSHED TO
had spent two harrowing weeks
they
where
Ps,
Stappton.
at
rime
coal
down in a
David Fellen flower, face covand
ftnpLA
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Henry
rifiners
raven".
tombed by a
State General Hospital 10
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HORSE SHOW
SEPT. 9-14
end
Wendt the world's finest horsesOwn.Pces We their envy te the ble
Weaslaps. A shereplen crenne•
7.30
.141030y. Peen shoes • ...W. 130
PM WOW. Free Wenn.' on
IM. Sept. IP, 11 13 A 16. trews
men en sate SPICIAl. Reserved
$4eel seinen Web ter 66 $O

MORE THAT'S FREE
IN '63
Radio-TV Shows, Aztec In
• diens, Band Concerts, Exhibits
and Contests Doily ALL FREE

AZTEC
BIRDMEN
FREE DARN

SMCIACULAR OF STARS
• akIll a
C04*
$4ae lad. n *ellen
Oath Jackson Wes teeny ether wren.
ing snort. Sere 14 In Weaken Gellets
111 SO h. whereon. 52 00 et We fear.
OLSON SNOWS MIDWAY
Alen Ades re e niele•Iong Midway, up
hem whew We tan I. wide• to Ana.

•

Never teen Wort in Kentucky.
You won't believe your eyes.
Whirbng periously frern a
i00-foot tall pole, •uthentic
AZTEC Indians performing on
ancient craremonial. FREE
TWICE DAILY OUT FRONT!

THE FUN STARTS
EARLIER THIS YEAR!
WRING TleI GANG!
$1 00-A-lnea before 10 AM wary
dot. Sistralwas 1•1 Menet for wady
we.
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bash
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Television Schedule

▪ Goners
bout cooked the
n though Alvin
Li it. that way.

Channel 6- WPSD-TV Channel 8 - WSIX-TV Channel 5- WLAC-TV
NBC
ABC
CBS

04auta win the

7:00 Today Show
9:00 Say When
9:25 NBC Morning Report
9:30 Play Your Hunch
10:00 Price is Right
10:30 Concentration
11:00 Your First Impression
11:30 Truth or Consequences
11:55 NBC Day Report
1.2:00 News, Farm Markets
.12:15 Pastor Speaks
12:30 Romper Room
1:00 People Will Talk
1:25. NRC News Report
1:30. The Doctors
11-.00 Loretta Young
2:30 You Don't Say
3:00 Match Gams...
3:25 NBC News Report
3:30 Make Room for Daddy
4:00 Best of Grouch°
4:30 M. T. W. Th. Robin Hood
4:30 Fri. Dance Party to 5:30
5700 M. T. W. Th. Popeye
5,30 Mon., Wed. Amos and Andy ,
5:30 Thes. Thurs. Fri. Ann Sothern
6:00 News
6.06 Weather
6:10 Sports
6:15 Huntley-Brinkley Report
Saturday, August 31
7:00 R. F. D.-TV
7:30 Atop the Fence Post
"7:56 News
8:00 Popeye
8:30 Ruff and Reddy
9:00 Shari Lewis
930 King Leonardo
1000 Fury
10.30 Make ROOM for Daddy
11:00 Watch Mr. Wizard
11:30 Baseball-Cincinnati at Pittsburgh
2:30 Weekend at the Movies
5:00 NBC News
5:15 Golf Chine
5:30 File 6
6:30 Time Out for Sports
6:15 News
6:30 Sam Benedict
730 Joey Bishop
8:00 Saturday Night at the Movies
10 -00 Saturday Night Jamboree
10 . 30 Weekend at the Movies
Sunday, September 1
8 - 30 Paducah Devotion
9:15 Hamilton Brothers Juartat
9- 30 The Christophers
9 - 45 Sacred Heart
10:00 This is the Life
-10- 30 The Answer
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11 !..00 -9,3peye.--•-••" -"•-••
11:30 Frontiers of Faith „
1200.
Baseball--Cincinnati at Pittsburgh
3:00 Weekend at the Movies
4:30 Bunwinkle
5:00 Meet. the Press
'
-5:50
-Accent: Governor's- Race t•
6'00 Ensign °Toole
630 Wonderful World of Color
.7:30 Car 54, Where are You?
8:00 Bonanza
900 Show of the Week
10:00 News. Weather, Sports
10:15 Weekend at the Movies
Monday Evening, Sept. 2
630 NBC News Special
9:30 Dragnet
10:00 News Picture
10:15 The Law and Mr. Jones
10:46 Tonight Show
----Tuesday Evening, Sept. 3
6.30 Laramie
7:30 Empire
130 Dick Powell Theatre
▪
9:30 Report FrOm
10:00 News Picture
10:15 Dragnet
10:45 Tonight Show
Wednesday Evening, Sept. 4
6:30 Virginian
8 -00 Kraft Mystery Theatre
9:00 Eleventh Hour
10:00 News Picture
10:15 Biography
- 10:45 Tonight Show

5111.114.0 pt

Thursday Evening, Sept. 5
6:30 Wide Country
'7:30 Dr. Kildare
8:30 Lively Ones
9-00 The Circus
10:00 News Picture
1015 BM Masterson
10:45 Tonight Show

Is. 00000,
10 & SOO, Sept.
11 PLUS Tommy
tho
T•P
et hem Pto few
70004-1t0510

Friday Evening, Sept. 8
6:30 International Showttme
7.30 Sing Along with Mitch
830 Price is Right
9:00 Jack Pear Show
10:00 News Picture
ts 0:15 M-Squad
10:45 Tonight Show

EY FUN
JON, Lott •
115.4p. It•nlr•
Adnpttion opty

/I

Atop,' N

▪
on 400•POO
7 Pik Stipt. O.
1, $1.50 0 00

1

•
•NI,

7.00
'7:30
9:30
10:00
10:15
10:45

Jane Wyman Presents
Sunday Night Movie
Close-Up
News Scope
Ozzie and Harriet
Starlight Theatre

Monday Evening. Sept. 2
5:00 Huckleberry Hound
6:30 The Dakotas
7,30 Funny Funny
8.00 Stoney Burke
900 Ben Casey
1030 Judge Ray Bean

Thursday Evening, Sept. 5
5:00 Sea Hunt
6:30 Wyatt Earp
'7:00 Donna Reed
'7:30 Leave It To Beaver
800 My 3 Sons
8:30 McHale's Navy
9:00 Premiere with Fred Astaire

500
8:30
7:30
6:00
830

9:30

Friday Evening, Sept. 6
Quick Draw McGraw
Cheyenne
The Flintstones
I'm Dickens He's Fenster
77 Sunset Strip
Sea Hunt

INN, 40h &MN

Itedkown. 1100t
so., the

Telephone PL 3-2821
SOS W. Main St.
"YOUR HOME-OWNED LOAN CO."

MIDWAY
▪
kethany.
Petter to f04.
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TRADE WITH ....

fe-b, PARKER MOTORS
Symbol of

0

Murray, Ky.
Plaza 3-5273
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"

Yr WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON

tetreirerkeektire

L'e

A. NEW OR USED CARI

Tuesday -Evening, Sept. 3
6:00 Newsbeat
6:15 Radar Weather
6:20 Today In Sports
6:30 Marshall Dillon
'7700 The Playhouse
7:30 Celebrity Talent Scouts
8:30 Picture This
9:00 Keefe 13nasselle Show
10:00 Big News
10:15 Radar Weather
10:20 Today In Sports
10:25 Million Dollar Movie

ItILITUcir'

I

S

•

•

25c
lb

U.S.D.A. INSPE-CTED - Whole

SUPFR BIGHT ,SEMIZONELFSS - Whole or Half

9
UNTRY HAM 6
39!
PIES
PRE
79
ILK
°HEE
I 49
59
PRESERVES
37
RAPES
BLUEBERRIES $1
79,
P TATOES
SMITHFIELD - Whole or Half

C

JANE PARKER - Reg. 55c Value

WHITEHOUSE

INSTANT - 12-Qt. Size

ea

EIGHT O'CLOCK

SULTANA STRAWBERRY - 2-Lb. Jar

t.
•

ea

20-Lb. Average

-W TERMELON*-

STOP THAT MAN!-Toting a
*shotgun, a youthful bank
bandit walks unwittingly toward a hidden camera after
"withdrawing" $19,000 in
cash from a bank in Decatur,
Ga. He still is at large.

a

RED or WHITE

STRAWBERRIES or

Wednesday Evening, Sept. 4
6:00 Newsbeat
6:15 Radar Weather
6•20 Today In Sports
630 CBS Reports
7:30 Dobie Gillis
8.00 Beverly Hillbillies
8.30 Dick Van Dyke
900 Armstrong Circle Theatre
10 00 Big News
10.15 Radar Weather
Today In Sports
10:25 Million Dollar Movie

3Pints

RED or WHITE

Thursday Evening, Sept. 5
6:00 Newsbeat
615 Radar Weather
6:20 Today In Sports
6:30 People Are Funny
7 00 Perry Mason
8...00 Twilight Zone
9:00 The Nurses
10:00 Big News
10:15 Radar Weather
1020 Today In Sports
10:25 Films of the 50's
Friday Evening, Sept. 6
6:00 Newsbeat
6:15 Radar Weather
6:20 Today In Sports
6:30 Rawhide
7:301toute 647
8:30 Alfred Hitchcock
9:30 Portrait
10:00 Big News
10:26 Radar Weather
10:20 Today In Sports
10:25 Films of the 50's

tRnk1

Household Shower
For Mrs. Cardwell
Held On Friday

Monday Evening, Sept. 2
6:00 Newabeat
6:15 Radar Weather
620 Today In Sports
6:30 To Tell the Truth
7:00 I've. Got A Secret
7:30 Vacation Playhouse
' 8:00 Phil Silvers Special
9:00 Password
- Seal} Stimip the Stars
10:00 Big News
10:15 Radar Weather
10:20 Today In Sports ._
10:26 Million Dollar Movie -

Tuesday Evening, Sept. 3
5:00 Sea Hunt
6.30 Combat
'7:30 Hawaiian Eye
8:30 The Untouchables
9:30 Focus on America
. Wednesday Evening. Sept. 4
5:00 Yogi Bear
6.30 Wagon Train
7:30 Going My Way
830 Our Man Higgins
.
9:00 Naked City

I MURRAY LOAN CO.

If STARS
taa•. sc. a
C VMOr ntottom5

TIM E%

Mrs. Danny Cardwell, the former
Rachel Vied who was married June
26 in Detroit, Mich., was 1-emoted
with a household shower on Friday.
August 23, at ons-thirty o'clock in
the afternoon on the lawn of Mrs.
Essie Parker ,at Penny. Mrs. Clint
Greer was the hostess.
The honoree presented her mothWeek of August 31-Sept 6
Week of August 31-Sejit'. 6
er, Mrs Chester Vied, aid Mrs.
Daily Monday through Friday
Daily Monday through Friday
Parker with corsages of white carnations.
'7:50 News, Weather, Timetable
5:45 Farm News
Games were played with Mrs. Wes
7:56 Five Golden Minutes
6:00 Country Junction
Fulton, Mrs. James Coleman, and
800 Cap'n Crook's Crew
7:45 Morning News
Mrs. Paid Cunningham being the
8:40 Weatherscope
7:55 Morning Weather
recipients of the prizes. The door
8:45 Debbie Drake Show
8:00 Trimmer Vue
prize was won by Mrs. Earl Wade
9:00 Romper Room
8:15 Captain Kangaroo
Crick.
10:00 Ann Sothern Show
900 People Are Funny
Mrs. Cardwell opened her many
10:30 Seven Keys
9:30 I Love Lucy
gifts after which refreshments were
11:00 Tennessee Ernie Ford
10:00 The' McCoys
•
served.
11:30 Father Knows Best
10:30 Pete and Gladys
Those present were Mesdames clot12:00 General Hospital
11:00 Love of Life
he Workman, Lila Drinkard, Riiby
12:30 Tennesseans in Town and 11725 Harry Reasoner News
Travis, Raymond Workman, Earl
Country
.11730 Search For Tomorrow
Wade Crick. Bobby Mitchell, Lola
Day in Cotart
The_Quicking_Lught.
, Au
Brewe,
1:26 Midday Report.
12:00 The World at Noon
Hugh Johnson, Cleat Swift, Delores
1:39 ,Iaae Wyman Presents
12:05 Old Time Singing Convention
Scott, Odell Garland. Max Bailey,
2:00 Queen for a Day
1230 As The World 'Turns
Paul Cunningham, Wes F u Iton,
2:30 Who Do You Trust
1:00 Password
Thomas Lee, James Coleman. Ches3.00 Trailmaster
1:30 House Party
ter Vied, Lillie Bibbs, Essie Parker,
4:00 Superman
24.10 To Tell the Truth
Clint Greer, and the honoree.
4 - 30 Mickey Mouse Club
2:25 Doug Edwards News
Unable to attend but sending gifts
5:30 131-Rite News
2:30 Edge of Night
were Mesdames Raymond Perry,
5:40 Weatherscope
3:00 The Secret Storm
Dwight Watson, Eddie Darnell, Lexie
5:45 Ron Cochrarksith the News
3:30 Popeye and Friends
Watson, Willie Jonas, Julia Byers,
6.00 Highway ?ain't
400 Big Show
Jerry Don Butler, Carolyn Fulton.
10:00 Newscope
5:30 CBS Evening News
J. D. Jones. Herman Fulton, Alton
10:15 Murphy Martin with News
Saturday, August 31
Cole, Grover Cunningham, Prankie
10:25 Sports
7:00 Eddie Hill Variety Show
Feigan, Modena Outland, Rachel
10:30 back Up (Tiles thru Fri,
8:00 Captain Kangaroo
Crouse, Terry Cavitt, H071T.L.S Boyd.
11:00 Underground
9:00 Alvin Show
and Novella Chambers.
1130 Five Golden Minutes
9 : 30 Mighty Mouse
• • *
10'00 Rfn Tin Tin
FIVE DAY FORECAST
Saturday August 31st
10:30 Roy Rogers
By United Press International
8:25 Raymond Massey Reads the 11:00 Sky
King
LOU1SV1LLE
--. The extendBible
11:30 Baseball Game of The Week
ed weather forecast for the five-day
8:30 Farmer's Almanac
5:00 Mister Ed
period Saturday through Wednes9:00 Children's Gospel Hour
530 Woods 'N Waters
day by the U. S. Weather Bureau;
9:30 Cap'n Crooks Crew
6:00 Newsbeat
Temperatures will average about
1000 Cartoonies
6:10 Radar Weather
seven degrees below seasonal nor10:30 Beanny and Cecil
6:15 Today In Sparta
mals with cool weather most of the
11:00 Bugs Bunny
6:30 Lucy-Deal Comedy Hour
period.
11:30 Magic Land of Alakazam
7:30 The Defenders
Kentucky normal mean temper12:00 My Friend Flicks.
8:30 Have Gun Will Travel
atures 74 degrees. Louisville nor1230 8-Teen Revenue
9:00 Gunsmoke
marcxtremei 85 and el.
1:30 Autry Rogers Theatre
10:00 Saturday Night News
Precipitation will total about one2.30 Saturday Matinee
10:10 Radar Weather
4:00 ABC's Wide World of Sports 10:15 Today in Sports
half inch with some locally heavier
amounts occurring as a few period,
5:30 All Star Wrestling
10:20 Films of the 50's
6'30 The Gallant Men
of rain early next week.
Sunday September 1st
7:30 Hootenanny
7:45 Children's Bible Stories
800 Lawrence Welk
8:00 Heaven's Jubilee
9:00 The Fight of the Week
9:00 Little Country Church
9:45 Make that Spare
10:00 Camera Three
10:00 Saturday Color Movie:
10:30 Homestead USA
11:00 Faith For Today
Sunday September 1st
11:30 Popeye and Friends
8.06 News. Weather, Timetable
8 - 10 Raymond Massey Reads the 12:00 Hollywood Speatacular
1:30 Battlefield
Bible
300 Jungle
8:15 Cartoons
4:00 TAC
8.30 Gospel Singing Caravan
4:30 Amateur How'
P941291
.
1-10'retthherrcetflity
•
10:00 Morning Movie
5:30 Death Valley Days
VI 30 'The Chriatophers
6:00 Lasiie
12:00 Oral Roberts
6:30 Dennis the Menace
12:30 The Pioneers
7:00 Ed Sullivan Show
1:00 Eye on the Issues
8:00 The Real MoCoye
1:30 Men into Space
8)0. E. True Theatre
2.;00-4ilianday
9-:00 Candid Camera
3:30 Man and The Challenge. •
9:30 What's My Line
4:00 Major Adams. Trailmaster
10:00 Sunday News
5:00 Wyatt Earp
10:15 Ask The Mayor
5:30 Surfside Six
10:30 Million Dollar Movie
6:30 The Jetsons

have any effect
1. "Well be back
Us game, I Bald
five of our last
se Dodgers-now

Week of Aug. 31-Sept. 6
Daily Monday through Friday

&

20-lb. bag

NEW A&P STORE HOURS

Monday Thru Saturday - 8 a.m.'Til 8 p.m.

THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC.

CANDID MOVIE
NEWS REPORT
at the

MURRAY DRIVE-IN
THEATRE

AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD MERCHANT SINCE 1859
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•
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IllankenshiP aide
Hers 4egu1ar Meet

PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. William Foy and
children, Etaine and Warren, of
Lexington are spending the Usher
Day holiday weekend with his pashas, Mr. and Mrs. S. V. Foy, Sycamore Street. Miss June Foy of Mansfield. Ohio, who has been visiting
her brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Foy of Columbia, Stiuth Carolina. is aim the guest of her parents.
• •
•
,
•••=MIN
Mr. and Mrs. George Shelton and
children. Karen and Swains, formerly of Louisville, recently visited
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hamel
Shelton, South Sixth Street. They
I'm not your mother.
%IOC: a'M
•.•
are moving to Mcornb. Dl., where
.
▪ a▪ nd accented
MISS Dortha C'heryl Cunningham, with a wiute giants-ha
tang on to • man when she knows,
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I am going to be daughter of Mr. and Mrs H. C. by' net and long satin streamers.
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it is still
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cousin, Mrs Get-tie Bidwell of OwSonw very fashionable thodist Cal:wale The Rev. Edgar St- bouquet of pink carnations fashionMrs Clint Oreer will serve as ensboro Mr. Klapp went up last
see 'each other, but not so much I fashioned!
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and told her all
Did., returned home Wednesday aftThe news were exchanged before bearer was David sastruntighant Thomas Lee, program; Mrs. Novena
and myself. I gave her my name and new OW
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Mrs
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background
wanted
Chambers, prayer;
brother of
address in case alit
parents. Sr. and lbs. Ow Kew,
ferns, large baskets of white gladioli,
Harold Dean Vaughn, brother of Watson. community missions; Mrs. Beale Street.
She said she Wasn't interened in
DEAR MIXED: kri heirloom wedLerman.
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best
she
entwuied
arch
hear
and an
Brownie Armstrong. mission study;
the groom, served
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anything I had to say. I
ding gown is considered I IRV fashback in the hospital strain. Should lionable--and the older the better! Cathedral tapers in tiered candela- ry Gooch. cousin of the bride, and Mrs. Jerry Don Butler. publicity;
groom,
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cereof
the
Mrs. Milford Beane. social; Mrs.
Lynn Wilson. neph.•w
I visit her there and have a a omen- Most girls would gii e their' blue bra burned throughout
-mony. The family peas were marked served as ushers.
Bobby Mitchell, stewardship; Mrs.
to-woman talk with her?
garters for .the opportunity to be
Mrs
wedding,
by white man bows.
Max Bailey. enlistment.
For her daughter's
married in their great grandmothTIRED OF WAITING
The nuptial music was provided Cunningham wore it pink linen dress
The counselors are Mrs. David
but if you can't see it,
acDEtR TIRED: You r3nk high on er's gown,
pink
by
by Mrs. Jack Boas. soloist, and
The Woman's Missionary Society
Siresa and Mrs. Jerry Don Butler,
accented with white, with
new one.
carno 1151 of predatory women. some- buy a
pink
of
Mrs. Marvin Padgett. organist.
cessories and a corsage
Girls Auxiliary. and Mrs Max Bat- of the West, Fork Baptist Church
our should put a bounty on year
The bride. given in marriage by nations.'
ley, assisted by Mrs. Clint Greer, melt at the church on Thursday
kind. Ind Ern afraid in this ,ase,
evening at seven o'clock.
Mrs. Vaughn, mot her of the Sunbeams.
CONFIDENTI %IL TO"BEEN her father, was attired in a gown of
the wrong woman is in the hospital. HAD": If you don't mind the pub- imported clipped arintally lace and groom, wore a blue linen dress win
An interesting and challenging
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corsage
program on the subject, "Turning
licity, you could take him to court silk organza. Designed with a full beige accessories and a
Away From the Truth of God," was
probably get some of your oack bouffa.nt skirt, the gown feat- pink carnaticns.
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think I should be before
Those taking part in the discusyoung lady'. I advise you to tell ed sleeves at her The fleor-length many, a reception was held in the
Wear the kind of make-up I want
sion were Mesdames Thelma Johnthat from now ea all he can skirt was of stilt organza. The bride's fellowship hall of the attach.
to sear' ,2, Go in cam with boys? him
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mother and I fuss about this
pillbox. She earned a cascade bou- was MIss Dortha Dykes with Mrs. sided at the August meeting of the Story, and Leota Norsworthy.
time. I wand like your otainion
• • •
What's on your mind? For a per- quet of white carnations centered Ronnle Hodges cutting the can]. Woman's Missionary Society
the
Y"
SOMEBOD
tonal reply, send a self-addressed.
Also assisting m serving were Mes- Spnng Creek Baptist Church held
envelope to Abby, Box 3365,
dames William Godfrey and .1. 51. at the church.
DEAR -SOMEBODY": Every girl stamped
Hills. Calif.
Cloyes..
must Use by the rules set down for Beverly
The program on the subject,
of
• • •
her. If she pi lucky enough to base
"Turning Away From inc Truth
a
chose
bide
the
traveling
For
Greer,
a mother she should listen to her
Cod", was presented by Mrs
ss•h
suit
tnd
knit
September
Monday,
blue
navy
-shoe and
and Mrs. Jerry
For Abby's booklet. -How To Hate
mother I could tell you wh.at MI
of the white &memories Her corsage ais Mrs Max Bailey,
The 1(111-Aketil J043eS
regulations would be for a daughter. A Lovely Wedding. send 50 cents to
Don Butler
will
sweet
wins
bouquet
Churctt
First
her
MOJA
taken from
the
but it wouldn't help y us because Abby Box 3365. Bela:\ Hills. Calif.
During the business meeting
at the home of Mrs. Robert lanes
After an unaruxrunced wedding
year
program and officers for the
reWill
Vaughn
at 7.15 p.m.
Mrs.
trip. Mr. and
1963-64 were discussed.
•••
side at Ledbetter.
FARRIS'
The Annie Armstrong Circle of
the First Baptist Charch WMS will
meet at the home of Mrs. Vernon
,1 Nance at 7:30 pm.
• • •
I
1603 W. Main
The Labor Day picnic for the Cal,.
loWay County Country Club vall be
STOP — SHOP — COMPARE
held at 6 pm. for numb rs and out
-• WIDE :_st:LECTION OF PICNIC ITEMS 1
of wen guests. Reservetions should
Lounges
Chairs
Lawn
Coolers
Picnic
on
Special
Extra
oe made by Atiglist 26
Paint!
White
Outside
and
Grills
- Barbecue
• • •
OPE.N ALL DAY LABOR. DAY
Tuesday. Sepjember 3rd
Open 7 Days a Week
The Lowe Moon Circle of the
Phillips 06 Gas & Oil
Pirst Haptiot Church WMS will meet
at the home of Mrs Allen McCoy
'at 7 30 p.m. Members note change
in date.
•••
-The -Jeanie ameiwtele Cycle of -the
College Presbyterian Church will
met'. with Mrs. Jessie Rogers, North
7 16th Street, at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs.
Rogers conducting the Bible study
day, not wavering so much as
the sum automatically all
The 110-belli bellostat game
and Mrs. Charlie Crawford in charge
telescopes can be seen In the distance.
stellar
g
aaighborin
1/161161h of we luck. Psalmat
of the program.

Mrs.j. B. Burkeen - 7534947

Dear Abby ..

You Need The Help!

w etif•

Abigail Van Buren

Miss Dortha Cheryl Cunningham Is Married Mrs.'Clint Greer
Elected President
To Bobby Vaughn In Church Ceremony
Spring Creek WMS

West Fork WMS
Has Regular Meet

Airs. Clint Greer
Presides At Meet

a

SOCIAL CALENDAR
circle

White House Grocery

1

NEVER SV/HI ALONE ..•
Alvey's in tremble and there's
se one around I. help him.
Don't maks the same aims
take. Swim where a lifeguard is on slaty or with a ,
a 'mad la
buddy who
Insl
them
te
Red C
safe la

The Blankenship arcle of the
Smith Pleasant Grove Methodist
Church met at the home of marlin
Butterworth on Tuesday August 50.
Ten members and thd general .•
president, Mrs. Ma Iris MoClandah,
were premed.
The prognian was given by Martha
Butterworth, Matta Jo Rogers, and
Nancy Simpson.
After the business meeting the
group was diamiased by the president, Carolyn Erwin,

CANDID MOVIE 1,
NEWS REPORT
at the
MURRAY DRIVE-IN
THEATRE

L,
Muiilmy Lumber Co.
muitin,
I
EVERY FOOT'A SQUARE DEAL

OLDEST AND LARGEST LUMBER CO. IN

Tel, 763-3161

104 Bast Maple St.

4.111111=1111111111110111111WINW

"PERT
and

DELIGHT
That is the comment we reteiir4c1
from all sides . . . ever since we
unwrapped our New FallsWitolensI
.;
Come in and see whyl
5 soil (5
4;)

#1-Singer Sewing Machine
Fabric Shop
1301 W. Main St.

Murray, Ky.

Dial 753-5323

"MURRAY'S ONE-STOP SEWING CENTER"

• • •

Murray Assembly No 19 Order of
the Rainbow for Girls will meet at
the Masonic Hall its 7 p.m.
• • •
The Woman's Society of Christian
Service of the First Methodist"Chgrillniet_saihe ',church at 10
am, with the executive board meeting at 9:15 am.
• • •
Wednesday, September 4th
The' Letitia Day luncheon' will be
served at noon at the Calloway
County Country Club. Hostesses will
be Mesdames Vernon Shown, Glenn
Doran, R. L. Ward. Joe Parker, Cal
Luther. Buddy Hex ,tt. Homer Pogue,
Ray Kern, and Donald Tucker.
• • •
Monday, sentember 9th
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet at 12
noon at the club noose. Members
change of date.
iime
• •

r

Read the Ledger's
Classifieds

-lichubi
by Charles 31.

DAN
MILLSTEIN

PEANUTS&
NOZES A LIST
:SOME PLAN TS
CI
latiCil ARE COAGEROL5
FOR i?OU TO EAT,

the master of
French interpretati oll
brings you °
elegance of Pans...

DAN
MILLSTEIN
•
by Don Sherwood

A coat

DAN FLAGG
o
47;;
- -- 3.4.1
.StE (";
r!:
fiERCE 5tilisk91
KASS SCUFFLES
WITH M5 OWYZIRS-

812.5.00

Clemmie Jordan
•

ELEPHANT EAR, NARC!SSU5,
OLEANDER, uRNING 805H ,
JiMCON WEED, MOUNTAIN LAtel.,
LILY OF THE VskilEtio RP0000ENDRON,
SeIDER LILY AND FOXGLOVE.-

brings you new shapes
from the best OE
pads Haute Couture..•

Th
jairlet-•tilt look
de ohle • bees-red in imps-srt.d
diagonal Mai/ white sus/
tweed, v,sllhly ,parked with a
red rut-,elver vest and slim
k wool skirt.
Size. felfs BLAck/whige

Paris Road

Image for sew spots. Right: The No. 3 mirror.
Astronomers underground ezandne san's
near Tucson. Ariz., la a
atop Kitt Peak National Observatory
NEW SUN SEER-Perched
enabling astrontelescope,
solar
largest
world's
the
for
new heliostat, or mirror mount,
apparatus bounces
The
before.
ever
than
detail
greater
in
omers to study the sun's surface
re.
inclined shaft to a smaller mirror. This mirror
the sun's Image 480 feet down an
underground obseran
into
feet
20
It
reflects
which
third,
bounds the Image 280 feet to a
and
information on how the sun and stars formed,
vation room. Study here may give
of • star.
span
life
ths
into
fits
sun
how the
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AO,

HELP

FOR. RENT

[

WANTED

Weekends and after 5 00 call 153tint;
6613.

1

;fide
Meet
arcie of the
e Methodist
ne of Martha
ty, Miguel 20.
the Ilewiral
is MoCareash,

•

44114.,

FOR SALE

an by Martha
o Rogers, and

percentage of this property.
506 Main Street or call 753-1651.
good condttion. Priced reasonable,
a30c WILSON INS. & REAL Estate. Call! phone 753-1872.
a3lp
753-3263.
5,10c
3
BEDROOM
BRICK
I-LOUSE
8 ROOM FRAME. A BARGAIN AT DELUX VACUUM CLEANER 1 yr. Whitnell Avenue.
Large living room,
old. Call Dunn's Barter Laiop. Ask
$6,850
a31c kitchen, utility, carport. Phone 7037 ROOM BRICK VENEER, com- for R. L. Crider.
5821, sold- by owner.
s3c
pletely furnished, $16,750.
ATTRACTIVE TWO BED ROOM
4 ROOM FRAME, ELECTRIC heat, brick on lot with 125 frontage. BeauBY OWNER — LARGE FRAME
$8,100.
tiful well established shade, city
7 ROOM FRAME, IDEAL location, water and sewer, gas heat. Located house one block from Murray Hid(
School. 4 bedrooms, new bath, large
$14,350
in one bleak of the college on north
4 Roam FRAME, trru.rry AND 16th extended. Shown by appoin- kitchen and h6er14' living - dining
room on main floor. Attic storage.
bath, 47,000.
meat. Pnone PL 3-4837, nights PL 3Daylight basement with laundry,
9 ROOM FRAME, 89x4541 LOT, 3324.
8.31p b a t h, bed, furnace and storage
only $10,000.
161 ACRE FARM, COMPLETELY FARMS. A 50 ACRE FARM ON A roans. Enclosed garage. Shady lot
fenced, new home. for $17,500.
paved highway. 47 ucres tencieble, 102x169. C. 0. Bondurant, 813 Olive.
alp
3,
e ACRES, 3 BEDROOM HOUSE, Clark Iliad and burley base. Good Phone 753-3460.
house and outbuildings a.nci is corn$6.300.
116 ACRE FARht_GOOD N_QU
etely fenced.
and outbuildings, $16,900
NEAR HAZELe &ri ACRE FAR50, 102 =ROOM TRAILERS Clean,
3 BEDROOM FRAME, UTILITY, with two houses, good stock barn clean, clean. 1955 Streamlite $1495.
attic and garage $2,000 down, $64 80 and tobacco barn. Tha as one of the 1956 Travel Home $1595 1958 Prairie
Scooner $1795. 1863 'tar 50'x10' $3.per month, including insurance and better farms in Calloway County.
taxes.
243 ACRE FARM ON A PAVED 496. Consider guarantee and value.
4 BEDROOM BRICK VENEER, ra- road in view of Kentucky Lake. This Also 1957 Dodge truck 2 ton bob-tail
diant ceiling rheat, e16,500.
farm has 66 acres of tendable land for pulling house trailers, motor in
2 BEDROOM FRAME, WITH base- and a good productive gravel pit. excellent shape. $695 Mathews Trailment on 3 acres of land, $8,000.
Other features consist of a house er Sales, Highway 45 North. Maya3c
4 BEDROOMS, GAB HEAT, wall and other buildings. Partially fenced field.
to wall carpet, basement:317,500.
and sonic good timber.
200)(250' BUSINESS LOT FOR $8,- TUCKER REALTY & INS. CO.
000
Main Office 502-Maple Street, PL 3- FENDER SKIRTS AND SPINNER
70a106' LOT ON BLACK TOP, $2,- 4342, Donald R. Tucker, Bobby Gro- hubcaps for 1967 Chev. Also set of
plugs. Call before 5:30 at 7IS050
gan; Branch Office Soutn 12th St., lake
6493.
s3c
3 BEDROOM BRICK VENEER, 71 PL 3-4710, Hiram L. Tucker.
ltc
acres of land. $15.000.
3 BEDROOM FRAME, 71 ACRES
COUNTRY BUTTERMILK AND 1967 TRIUMPH MOTORCYCLE.
of land, $9,000.
butter for sale. Fresh daily. Cali Good condition. Cali after 5:30 7532 BEDROOM FRAME, $4,000.
&all) 3412.
s3c
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE WE PL 3-1593.
_
have colored slides showing a big ONE MO-FED MOTOR BIKE IN

Route Boy

NOTICE

ON

TYPEWRITHR - MIRCLE TAB 11"
aerriage portable Remington Quiteriter, like new. Phone 753-3786 alter
6:00 p.m. Or alle Wilma Jane Nix.
tfnc

meeting the
by the weal-

IOVIE 1,
PORT

MN Melt. OALL 753-6318 OR BEE
a at 1409 Farmer Ave.
st30c
IRON Kirrruc, YARD AND Garden tools, past hole digger and miscellaneous items. Can be seen at
409 S. 11th.
a30c
,
A LARGE 4 BEDROOM HOUSE on
p acre lot 3a baths, large beatalfal
den, large living room with and1 to
oarpeUng, 15 closets and a fife
a places. electric heat, storm windows
4and doors. This Is truly one of the
finest homes in the county. Must be
seen to be appreciated 'Will trade
for a house and lot in Murray.
A NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK ON
North 19th Street, has a large beautiful family room, with lots of cabinets, built-in range, la baths, lots
of closet space, nice utility, overhead
storage, immediate possession.
A 2 BEDROOM MODERN HOUSE
. and 3 acres of land, located near the
lake, has a tobacco barn, stock barn,
chicken house, smoke house, tool
house, all in good condition. Good
Well water. Can be bought for only
44800.
FOR ALL YOUR REAL ESTATE
needs check with Roberts Realty,
your exclusive real estote broker.
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GREAT ENGLISH SPY MYSTERY
I' WC

'TEfo
n NUMMI
BY EDWARD YOUNG
ltuAltropleareene with Curtis Proem,
p'nns is. .11,1 published by Harper • Roo,oi
•• tom Yeeturse
Ilea n7 Ina.nrn Tani.
Ltd_ ConYrtght

III",

;hine
753-5323
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icurred to him for the first time -eation 1.-a• one night and rang
that Howaro might be a dar
y: Hi
It qt,,t•
14,14 .1. p.
1411'1 Ad
leo the Paddington
III IA41 S,11.1elltAld
tit•pg. Nov) gerous man who WHII
II
the
prepareu number again. but he still got
to
,,,,,1.nd,
I.,ns
-Hinter;
tt
to use torce It necessr.ry
•ottntererptonagaI re Known (..`ap
the 'ugh-pitched
continuous
lain Howard rot ovet twenty veers.
For perhaps a quarter of a buzz
H
we, 'reel in •tut.rt;Ai 111.1, amp
annut,e tie stood where he was. ; He dialed 100 and spoke to
quite .,,,trtaocling
It fern4ld De cliif,.
duartne soyon• lass likely then went °Yet to a
table coy the operator She came oack
SO oe 11,11 traitor.
ereci
with speolalized monthly'with toe waved that ma PadGat cf...., 'ISO tot.nd It dIffletift to
[wheat too But Howard t..ni in, iournals and
made a pretense dington numoer was temporarof n.
Adapt friends But detsilt of
ily unobtainable; a burst main
top-seem eAtvetInTarint prothrt ot oroastr.g amongst them.
nave eaksd to Moecost and Gardner
ro the left of the high front han tloodeo a lunction box and
suspects the
rail Is Hs.i.sral
Re- windoW was the
long desk Si; put a whole group of numbers
or,:•n.:. the +amino 0 K ci Carde•ir titmlirrtrnero )1
rnah
(mit
which members were requiied out of action.
• •se•rd
ern. nap ler_k4g rw
—o
e
fije
ple-ftetuar
elie
titles
se tive-sersika - 'O
*
.••Sttar
• -WOrve
w
7012
-We
they were taking out Howard any idea tor now long 7"
had a sudden inspiration and
"The engineers say it will he
went up to one of the three at least a couple ot days."
CHAPTER 4
WITH
mounting irritation clerks sitting behind the desk.
"1 see. .
Thank you very
"Captain Howard walked He said, "You know. someone much"
towaro the greenness of St. ought to keep an eye on who
He put the receiver down, exof
II- tremely perturbed It sounded
larnes t.Sauars
DOttOM °dines_ in and Oti_t q_this
a'
genuine enough, out lust to oe
of the Mil he turned nght
ee
The clerk, a polite. fair-haired on the safe side, lust in case
Facing torn. In the northwest
Ratiace had been rumbled and
corner of the square. ne ob- young man, looked surpt..sed.
"Why, how do you mean, M 1.5 were tracing all calls
served the entrance to the
made to Paddington 2354. ne
London Library, and Mime- sir?"
"Well. I don't want to make decided it would be advisable CO
diateiy remembered that a cousin ot nis nat:i once taken tlim a fuss. out there's a man over leave the call mix, He walicec
into it fie decided to go Ia. there who's Deer: behaving in up the steps into Regent Street
As ne walked ne pormersal on
I
Quite what ne would do once a most peculiar manner
ne was inside ne did not know don't know what he's up to, but the new setback rhat his "con.
I'm quite certain he's not a tact's- phone should be out ot
nut he had a vague memory of
member. My guess Is he's prob- order today of all days was a
S confusion of dimly lit corably a book thief"
fantastic,
disastrous
coinciridors and thousands ot books.
"Yes. I see the one you mean dence, but tie Suddenly thought
Surely in the intricacies of that
I certainly don't lutow time face oi a possible solution to tils
labyrinth ne eoulti Somehow
shake off this maddeningly ef- "Thank you, sir, leave It to problem.
He located a telephone call
ficient bloodhound.
Howard raised a cheerful box, stepped in, pulled the door
He walked up the steps, Ig- nand and went to
the exit. to, and dialed a Chancery numnoring the "Members Only- no- Pushing open
the swing door he ber.
tice which facets tom, pulled could not
resist a backward
"Good afternoon." answered
open the inner Ewing door and glance Mr.
Fisk. red in the a woman's voice. "Prebbte.
went in. Through the tall win- face, was being
politely ushered Smith and Carrington. Solicidow of the entrance nail he toward the
secretary's office at tors."
looked back Into the Sunlit the back of the
"Could I speak to Mr. Peter
natl.
square anci saw the now faOutside, Howard was lucky Carrington, please. Captain
miliar figure of his pursuer ap- enough to
find a taxi at once. Howard here."
proaching along the pavement
A moment's pause, and then
•"Piccadilly Underground 8taHe crossed to the center of tion. please, in a hurry."
an eager voice.
the nail and made a pretense
As the taxi swung out of the
"Hullo. Bill, this is a pleasant
of looking up a book in one of square into Charles Street he surprise."
the drawers of the -Author chuckled to himselt He won"Hullo Pedro," said Howard.
Catalogue, card-index cabinet dered now tong it would take "How are things!"
few
A
seconds later Mr Fisk nis pursuer to talk himself out
"Fine, thank you. Are you In
came in. Howard immediately ot that one. Long enough, at London"'
shut the drawer and walked un- any rate.
Howard
cut It
abruptly
hurriedly to the back of the
• • •
"Look, Pedro, I haven't much
room.
T Piccadilly Circus Howard time. I want to ask you a big
Mr Fisk was now faced with
paid oft the taxi, went 'favor I've got myself into a
something of a dilemma, as down the steps into the subway 'spot of trouble Can't tell you
Howard had hoped he would be and slipped into a telephone call what it's about on the teleHe was still npt sure whether box Before starting to dial, he phone—it's lust that I've done
his quarry was aware of being held the receiver to his ear and Something rather stuptd and
followed or not, and he had carefully surveyed the hooking got mySell involved In someseen nim enter the library with hall for a full three mihutes I thing that's become too big for
so much assurance that it did really think I've thrown him oft me Don't worry, I don't want
not occur to him that Howard at last, ne thought.
to borrow any money."
was anything but a bona fide
"You know I'd do anything
He put four pennies in the
member.
box and dialer! Paddington 2354 to help you. Bill," said CarNever much of a book reader Almost immediately a high rington, speaking quietly and
himself, he was rather uncom- pitched continuous buzz filled seriously "What do you want
fortably conactous of being an his ear. Re rang oft and tried me to do?"
"Get down to Brixham as
outeider. a non-member. tres- again, but again he got the
soon as you can."
passing in an alien world of "unobtainable" signal.
"Brtxham . .
literature and learning.
did you say
Irritably he put the receiver
Experience told him that his down, picked up the A-D tele- Branarn?"
"Yes,
bast move was to stay near phone directory and looked up
meet you there tothe entrance, yet be could hot tile number of Brown's Hotel. morrow evening Or sometime
be absolutely sure that there He rang the hotel and spoke to the day after. But keep tt under
your hat at all costs Don't try
was no other exit somewhere at the girl on reception.
the back of the building.
"Hullo, Brown's Hotel? My to find me, don't Make InSo far ne nad been the hun- name is Hitchcock. -My taxi quiries about me. don't tell any.
ter and Howard the quarry, but driver should have left some one you're expecting to meet
he was beginning to have an luggage of mine with you this me.uneasy feeling that the tables morning."
"O.K., Bill, of Course I'll
might have been turned.
"Mr. Hitchcock? Just a mo- come. But where shall we meet
Beyond the bare facts he had ment . .
and
so on?"
Yea, sir, I have a
been given at the Admiralty note here to say you would be
But Howard had already
that morning he knew very getting in touch with us."
hung up.
little about Howard, anti it ocHoward made a room reset'. (To Sc Conthmcd Tomorrow)
- me

-

BEAUTIFUL 3 BEDROOM BRICK
In Bagwell Subdivision. Has betaboard heat. 11, ceramic tile baths,
outside storage room, paved driveway, an unusual amount of closet
space, and many other extras. This
home has distinctive styling both
inside and out and is FHA approved
for minirntun down payment. Monthly payments are $8046
3 BEDROOM BRICK WITH TWO
fireplaces. Ceiling electric heat. situated on a large lot in an exlustve
section of Murray. Can be purchased
at much less than the replacement
cost value
3 BEDROOM BRICK WITH lit
baths located on a beautiful lot near
the college Plastered throughout.
Plenty of storage space. Owner must
sell. Will sacrifice and give immediate posseseion. This is the opportunity of a lifetime to purchase a
fine home at far less than the reMacetnent WOE. Yet empty intett
see this one before you buy.
PURDOM Az THURMAN AGENCY,
Ins. & Real Estate. 753-4451.
s3c

LADY TO DO HOUSE WORK 1 or 5 ROOM MODERN BRICK furni.sitIN MEMORY
2 days a week Must furnish Own ed, or 3 room modern frame furnishIn loving mohoey of our father,
transportation. Phone 753-5128.
ed. 8i. males Northeast of Murray. grandfather, and great-grandfather
a31c 753-4681.
. Ira L. Travis, who passed away
a3lp Mr.
August 31, 1961.
AN ATTRACTIVE AIR-Conditioned Two years ago you left us, and took
apartment — large living room (30'x
our hearts along.
15a, kitchen, bedroom, bath. Near It made a weaker family of one that
college. Reliable man or lady prefelt so strong.
ferred. Phone 753-1693. Married Though you and Mother have Joined
couple — no children acceptable.
In that happy wonder land,
NEEDED AT ONA: •
alp There is corntort in knowing you're
to carry papers in the
both walking with a loving God,
vicinity of the College
hand in hand.
ROOMS F0 R COLLEGE BOYS.
500' went of college campus. One There's that big open gate at the
Farm Road,
private room and two double rooms.
end of the road,
Contact
Ihrough which each one must go
Charles Oldham
alone
at the
And there is a light we cannot see.
Our Father claims him,own.
But he who plans the changing
seasorts,
Federal State Market News Service, Friday. Aug. 30, 1963. Kentucky He %no snows the sparrows tall
Purchase-Area Hog Market Report Gave us the strength to bear it all.
MALE HELP WANTED
including 10 buying stations. Dal: -With his love that is unfailing,
, mated receipts 1,770, barrows and With his wisdom, kind and true,
he will nelp as, guide Us, lead us, ,
LARGE LOCALLY MANAGED gilts 15 to 30c 'lower. US. 1. 2 and 3
company has openings for two young .190 to 240 lbe. $1625 to $16.35. Few Till the light Conies shout* through.
Deep en-astiss hearses you--Spi-46,1466*- _—
married men with high ached, edu- ,-U-15.-1 190-to 230 lbs. V1610 tO $1d.75.
remembered and forever loved.
•
cation. Route sales and delivery. US. 2 and 3 246 to 210 lbs. $1550 to
Children, -Grandchildren,
$16.10. US. 1,2 and 3 170 to 185 lbs.
$75.00 per week plus commissions to
and Great-Grandchildren lip
$14.75 to $16.10. US. 2 and 3 sows 430
qualified men. Write Box 482, May- to 600 lbs $11.50 to $13.00. U.S. 1 and
field, Ky., phone 247-6038.
a30c 2 250 to 400 lbs. $12.75 to $15.25.

FOR YOUR INSURANCE
Contact
CHARLES THOMAS McDANIEL
Now affiliated with
WILSON INSURANCE AGENCY
Can 753-3263
and ask for Tom
Or at his home

HOG MARKET

LEDGER & TIMES

al1111111111111111Ni=

.44-4/MM•1144

753-4805
tallc

BEAUTY CAREER
No special talent. needed: We
train your hands to become skillful In 1500 hours. Complete course
on easy payment plan. Books,
tools, and supplies furnished.

CANDID MOVIE.
NEWS REPORT

New Class September 3 to 9th
Contact:

at the
MURRAY DRIVE-IN
THEATRE

Ezell Beauty School
MN North MA Street

DR. ELME E. TISDALE
Murray, Kentucky

DR. WM, H. ABERNATHY

CHIROPRACTORS

School is closed each Wednesday.
sac

Mon. - Wed. - Fri. .9-12 & 2-6
Sat. 9-12 - Sunday 1-5 p.m.
- Dial 431-5131 Hardin. Kentucky
Masonic Building - S. 641

OPENING BOON! MIDWAY Trailer Park, 3 miles on Hazel Highway,
10 lots for rent. Walter and Isynae
Pnicins owner and operator. Call
153-6182.
CANDID MOVIES ARE STARTING
tonight at the Murray Drive-In
Theatre.

rte

SERVICES OFFERED
trim ropnammrai Ytt ?ARMera with excellent service oroeided
ABC orders accepted. Call Cecil
Paschall at 753-3449.
a31c.

FOR CORRECT
TIME and
TEMPERATURE
DAY OR NIGHT
IN YOUR FUTURP—Called a practical "dream car of the
future that could be built today," the Allegro will be displayed by the Ford Motor Company at the 1964 World's Fair
In New York City. Aside from its racy styling theme (top),
the Allegro contains many unique mechanical devices (lower) to loorosse driver comfort sod COVIVOiledatier.gbere
dude a steering wheel supported with a cantilever arm with
power controls. Buttons for adjusting the steering wheel
and foot pedals are mounted on the arm.

NANCY

DIAL

753-6363
COUNtiSr

PtaP.L15,HINK
of
Murray, Ky.
by Ernie Bushmiller

ER--- NEVER
MIND

ACCIDENT
AND
HOSPITAL
INSURANCE

ABNER

AN'

ACCIDENT
AND
HOSPITAL
INSURANCE

by Raebtu-n Van Boren

SLATS

RI-BUT 'IOU SAID THIS OF COURSE
I SAID THAT.
GUN WAS LOADED
HOW ELSE-W ITH BLANKS

A

.o

EIN

opts
of

Mae dot
&glen*
pockets,
areasta
e 6-16.
-

le

14.3.00

•

rdan
tuck!,

1

by Al Capp

LIL' ABNER
THOSE. AMERICANS MUNK
THEY'RE SMART,BUT TNEY
DON'T KNOW BEANS AESOLYT-

HEAD-SHRINKING !.•

ANYBODY CAN SHRINK
ANYBODY!! BUT,THE
TRICK IS
sEM SHRUNK!!

To KEEP

THAT MEANS `74OU'VE GOT TO
SPRAY 'EM AGAIN,WITH
WITHIN 24
FORMULA
HOURS'! AND THERE'S

B,

ONLY

2g

Am./

:4.14.

44 444 km •4I

10 MINUTES LEFT!!

BUT I NEED THE U.S. AIR
FORCE TO DO IT!! LET
!!
HIM*
.
ME IN TO SEE
ONLY"HE'CAN GIVE
THE ORDER!!
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MURRAY, RENTIPCKT

FARM BUREAU]
01 •
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CENTENNIAL SCRAPBOOK
The War for the Union 1561-65 in Pictures

disposed to take every bale that could be
run through the blockade. But a U.S.A. Supreme Court decision in 1863 upheld the
legality of Union Navy seizure of cotton
from neutral etups as contraband. The Union
Navy's blockade of Confederate shipping
was more effective each month_ Consequently, fewer and fewer bales flowed abroad for
redemption of the cotton loans floated in
1841 and 1862.
For a cotton loan in 1863, the Confederacy had
to accept steeper terms. In a deal with the Erlanger banking house in Paris, the Davis administration agreed to sale of $15,000,000 in bonds at 90%
of par, with interest at 7%. These were specified
as redeemable in either cotton or cash, at the
buyer's option, over a twenty-year period. They
were deliberately made attractive to speculators
by a clause fixing six-pence a pound as the redemption value of the bonds in cotton. This was
.'ket price'then in Lonless than a third of the nuir
don.
The Issue was oversubscribed, but, within a few
weeks, the bonds were in decline as a reaction to
the decision of H. al. Government, under pressure
of public opinion, to block delivery of steam warships built at Birkenhead by the Laird company
to protect Confederate commerce (and raid tinioll
shipping).
Confederate agents spent an ellitimated $6,000,000 to bolster the market f •- the bonds. The Cond less than $3,000,federate government bene.
000 from the $15,000,000 bond issue.
However, even after further reverses for the
Confederates, European bankers remained agreeabl to further loana—on, of course, much steeper
terms.
CLARK KINNAIRD
[.-] Cover sheet of Confederate Cotton Loan
Prospectus Issued in London in 1861.

Vicksburg and Gettysburg
were not as consequential reversals for the Confederacy as the defeat of
Its efforts to maintain its credit in Europe.
After mid-1863, the government in Richmond
had serious difficulties in securing loans or
credits abroad for buying and fitting out
blockade-runners and obtaining arnui and
other material,
Cotton was as good as money, with Europe

No.341

SEVEN PER. CENT. COTTON LOAN
CON/TINCLiTt SILT= Or L1011111CL

DEFIANT AMERICANS IN SPAIN-- En route to the United
States, part of a gruup of young Americans who defied a
1: S. State Department. ban to visit Communist Cuba as
glows of the Castro regime are greeted by angry, jeerilig
C.t.ans as they afirive in Madre!. Spain. The youths refuss.1
to answer newsmen a questions.
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Pet

41-Dear Sedan.
.Eqiipped usth power
. ateenng. power brakes.
f act ery .air. cruisematic
transnussion • Solid white
with turquoise trim. from
Nashiille. Tenn Its slick
V. a hdlind'i tooth.

'61 FORD
6:,racy 4-Doer Sedan.
Aosie and One with alma
trim. Eqi.apped with fac-:
tory air and other optiart
anti 24 00;
- from Mayas a :noir

'57 FORD

'60 CHEVROLET
Imreala {-Door Hardtop.
Equipped with power
sting and brakes, automatic transmission wit h
V-3 engine Its ,et black
in color with red trim.. It',
a - COW -OW lief COW iron-,
Mayfield. K. You Meet-,
see. It to believe it.. It ,
" cleon 'as a raca- 1,roorn

'59 FORD
Wagon 6-Pass.
Iky Snarp

The

Fairlane SOO. Hotter than
a town marchala pistol

'55 CHEVROLET
4-Door Sedan 6-Cylinder
•ornat ic She\ready t(

4-Door Sedan V-8.
Sp-a:ght stick She s faster than sound.

11111CYCLOP.HDIA aliERIC.a4A
—

'55 PONTIACS(4)

peres../11

Good squirrel -hunting
cars Priced to sell cheap

**CT1401.11VC

AMR 111211.13. LlIZIL•TVAIL 11•0101R.

1•••••1 ••••le 'NM NOM..1••••
GimMoom

'55 OLDS

• COPIC•111

OPLUCTICIP air ••••••11.

11-R-R-Rtsi.sh
.ainsit-as siesearat,
TOT Chao •• ova 1111.61111311 ••••••• or got •11••••

'.;.4 MERCURY

ootreautamikeere-anagpar,
AApat•*Ma;
•1•111/11=16

'50 DODGE
- $50
stettorre.
eau....• mar.
....arm a
•••••••=NM.

A C Sanders, Wells P..rdorn, Jr., or Bennie JaCIESOn

SANDERS-PURDOM
MOTOR SALES
Phone 753-5315

•
And the 11tfioit endless list of exare simply varistions
tf those that people use to justify
'heir socialistic acts And the sad
',art cf it Is that most of us fail to
recognize our own personal circuses
ft's (bits), enough to see the socialism in others, and condemn them.
AL.CII more difficult is to recognize
ind rout the socialism from ourselves Yet. how else can any one of
us contribute toward making this a
CUBS%

Fveryttrng that happens to us beter world?
has some le.vem to teach. And re-

FALL SEEDING TIME IS HERE AGAIN

TOP Qt MAU SEED
Grass - Clovers - Vetcli - Barley - Oats - Wheat
WHOLESALE - RETAIL
- BUYERS OF FIELD SEED
— pito(

Taylor Seed Co.

Lieber was the author of General Order
No. 100, issied in 1863 as guidance to Union
soldiers. The 97 articles of the document
were later adopted by the English. French
and Germans and became a part of the socalled law of nations'.
The Order, entitled "Instructions for the
Government of Armies of the United States
In the Field," related basic moral precepts
to the code of war. Stress was placed on the
importance of avoiding all unnecessary suffering and of preserving the material and
spiritual assets of civilization. Hospitals,
museums, libraries, churches, and
charitable institutions were to be
spared, and medical workers and
army chaplains were not to be
considered prisoners of war unless
they decided to remain with their
captured comrades. All prisoners
were to be fed "plain wholesome
food and treated with humanity."
Lieber had le21. the University of
South Carolina for Columbia in
1856 because of his disapproval of
the South raroliniarue . Stand or.
Slavery and his belief that Carolina hotheads were precipitating a
disastrous civil war.
He wrote on civil liberty, penology, deaf-mute education and free
trade, and he published one of the
and
Lieber
Francis
earliest commentaries in the U. S.
frontispiece of Villarrie
I of his encyclopedia, A. on the radical propositions to
which Karl Marx and the latter's
Issued 1829 — earliest
mentor, Friedrich Engels, were
multi-volume reference
work after Webster's seeking converts from other reDictionary edited spe- ligions. Lieber titled it, pithily,
"Individualism vs. Socialism or
cifically for Aftleri‘aa
Communism. CLARK KINNAIRD
readers.

Dust is a fire hazard. Remove, it
from electric motors before they
become inefficient or burn out A
fire can result that'. hard to put
out

HI—LO

NEW YORK Irt - The Icist
tteinpersture reported the. ..,oraing
Vlieathe- „ireau, exto the U
cluding Alaska ar Hawaii was 40
at Bismarck. N 1.) The highest reported Thursday was 112 at Ther-

Dial 753-5742

East Main & Railroad Avenue

in thea P°SiYmirseir
Imiene
cenLieber
ti012 oir Fra.ncia
tury ago. He, a professor of political science
at Columbia University, had been called upon to be adviser on military and international law to Secretary of War Stanton and
President'Lincoln. Lieber had fought in the
Prussian army and served as a volunteer in
the Greek war of independence, before emigrating to the United States.
Prof. Lieber had sons in both the Union
and Confederate armies. HIS Confederate son
WWI killed in action.

'58 MFRCURY
I r • ear'

1105 Main Street

Before long, one of the children
asked. "May I have this apple on
the ground?" The farmer's firm
reply was, "No." For he understood
one of the first laws of liberty! Only the owner of the property can
rthe a gift. The apples were not our
host's to give

flecUon upon that Incident in the
apple orchard has afforded rtew hitight to me. My desire to know how
socialist thinks seemed to be fulfilled so I visualised myself alone,
'nal/Ached. ani hungry for a day in
hat orchard on lehiniss Creek. How
-say to think of socialistic excuse.s
'or taking just one apple.

Seed Seed

War for the Union 1861-65 ir o Pictures

No. 342

Drag it off .

As a s,anc believer in liberty. I've
been puzzled by the mental processe, that take place in a socialist's
mulct. By whai•eWirk does one justify taking what belongs to someone else?
At least pert of the answer was
supplied recently in an apple orchard along Finniss Creek in South
Australia. My family and I were
risking a fanner in that area. Toword evening, he invited on to in_

CENTENNIAL SCRAPBOOK

'51 FORD

4-Door ...eclat' Nor little

(4,0. r

Eeetecky ferseivriee—a—

Alt his neighbors orcilaPti.
As we approached the boundary
fence, our host explained that he
had obtained permission to inspect
the orchard, but 'we were forbidden
to touch the apples..insIde the fence,
ree four adulte and seven children
by
found ourselves surrounded
'es and acres of ripe, juicy apDies ready to be picked and eaten
motntimi beckoned us as it did
Adam and Eve in the Garden of
Eden.

-

Fairlane See.
Clean as new.

'55 CHEVROLET
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'61 FORD

Prot..
as. a 1.,rier
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Super 88 2-Door liardtop
Poacr steerin, ank: brakt,
and a .1-2 engine It's a
little jewel with a low price
tag

:1
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'58 OLDS

'62 FORD
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YOUR CO-OP
DOES IT AGAIN
DURING SEPTEMBER we are offering imported

$7,Vv9

BARB WIRE,121 ga.

ROLLS
FOR 80-ROD ROLL ON 5 OR MORE

l:JATTLE IN!!

IT WILL KEEr

- THIS IS A CASH DEAL

—

The Supply Is Limited... Get Yours Now

Calloway Co. Soil Imp. Assn.

- I
If haircuts were impossible, hair
could grow to a length of about 10.
feet, reports Lilt Reference Service.

Phone 753-2924

NIurray, Kentuchs

See A Big Technicolor Movie This Week-End

mal. Calif.

MURRAY DrivernIn Theatre'

A TR1BUTi
TO OUR PRESS

TONITE THRI

IA LITTLE DEATH EACH DAY
LOVE EVERY
A LOT OF
NIGHT!

and
'The eye-shaded editor who sits at his typewriter
colorful
grinds out the news' is one of America's most women
characters. Aided by a nimble staff of men and
reporters, copy boys, pressmen and home-delivery carriour naers. the Editor gives us all the news of our town,overlook
not
us
let
tion and the - troubled—world. And
and
the advertising solicitors who pound our streets daliy
wares
what
us
tell
gather the merchandise mesages that
to the
. and services are for sale. Newspapers are a boon long
working
community. True to their specialized jobs,
the
hours, friendly to everyone . . . these people of
Press keep our Minds in circulation!

Peoples Bank
of
MurrayMurray
500.M -iin Street

Phone 753-3231

WE SALUTE OUR TOWN!

SATURDAY

•

BOTH IN COLOR!

I nESTRUCTIBLEI
What was this BEAST
born fifty
million
years
out of
time?

MEYOUNG

TONITE AND SATURDAY (Open 10:30 a.m. Sat.)
r-

-7.1./111
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STARTS SUNDAY FOR 5 RIG NITES!!

STARTING SUNDAY FOR I RIG *YS

JAMES

DORIS
DRY GRINER/
INVITE

STROLLING-Movie star Elisabeth Taylor and costumed
actor Richard Burton go for
a stroll on the set In Shepperton, England, where Burton is playing a cleric Ia
the film, -Becket."

CANDID MOVIE
NEWS REPORT
the
I1 MURRAYa! Dh RIVE-IN

YOU

SAN6V10...fOR
711IS YEAR'S
ADVENTURE1

TO WATCH THEM ENJOY
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